
INSTALLATION AND USE FOR GUN AND FILE CABINETS 

    
1 1 1 1 –––– Installation Installation Installation Installation    
 

ATTENTION: for your safety, the cabinet must be 
fixed to the wall by the means of dowels (not 
supplied) through the holes on the rear of the case. 
Before installing a cabinet, it is suggested to check the 
correct functioning of each of its parts (see points 2-10): at 
purchase the gun cabinet is locked. In case of mechanical 
cabinet open it using the key or, in case of electronic 
cabinet, using the emergency key. Note: for cleaning the 
wood finish cabinets please wipe with wet cloth 
only. 
 

2 2 2 2 ---- Application o Application o Application o Application of the barrel supportf the barrel supportf the barrel supportf the barrel support    
 

Remove the sticker or stickers protection film (depending 
on the model) from the barrel support and fix it to the case 
at about 95 cm height from the bottom (see fig. 1a). 
Position of the barrel support suitable only for 4430 and 
4430.L item as shown in fig. 1b. 
   

3 3 3 3 ––––    Assemby instructions for insides Assemby instructions for insides Assemby instructions for insides Assemby instructions for insides 
shelves shelves shelves shelves (for file cabinets only(for file cabinets only(for file cabinets only(for file cabinets only    –––– see  see  see  see 
fig. 2fig. 2fig. 2fig. 2))))    
 

1. Place the side wall A with 8 mm. hole inside the 
cabinet, in contact with right wall. 

2. Place the side wall B inside the cabinet in contact with 
left wall. 

3. Fix shelves C on side walls by using relevant hooks. 
Note: maximum capacity for each shelf is 15 kg. 

 

4 4 4 4 ––––    Assemby instructions for insides Assemby instructions for insides Assemby instructions for insides Assemby instructions for insides 
shelvesshelvesshelvesshelves, barrel support and gun, barrel support and gun, barrel support and gun, barrel support and gun----butt butt butt butt 
basebasebasebase    (for modular cabinets only(for modular cabinets only(for modular cabinets only(for modular cabinets only    –––– see  see  see  see 
fig. 3fig. 3fig. 3fig. 3))))    
 
 

1. Place the side wall A inside the cabinet in contact with 
left wall. 

2. Fix shelves B on side walls by using relevant hooks. 
Note: maximum capacity for each shelf is 15 kg. 

 

3. Remove the stickers protection film from the gun butt base C and fix it to the base. 
4. Remove the sticker protection film from the barrel support and fix it to the case at about 95 cm 

height from the bottom (see fig. 1a). 
 

5555    ---- First opening / Opening with emergency key (only  First opening / Opening with emergency key (only  First opening / Opening with emergency key (only  First opening / Opening with emergency key (only 
for electronic cabinets)for electronic cabinets)for electronic cabinets)for electronic cabinets)    
 

The mechanical emergency key is contained in a sealed envelope inside the 
package and is used for the first opening of an electronic cabinet or further 
openings in case of electronic card damage, lack of power supply (batteries over), 
or when opening code is forgotten. To open a cabinet with emergency key is 
necessary to:  
 

1. Remove the plastic top upward the keypad in order to access the key hub (see 
fig. 4). 

2. Insert the key and turn it clockwise till it stops. 
3. Turn the knob clockwise while keeping the key firm. 
 

Once the door is opened, remove the key and put back the key hub top. Keep the 
present instructions and the emergency key in a secured place but never 
inside the cabinet  itself!     
 

6666    ----    Insert / Replacing batteries (only for elInsert / Replacing batteries (only for elInsert / Replacing batteries (only for elInsert / Replacing batteries (only for electronic ectronic ectronic ectronic cabinets)cabinets)cabinets)cabinets)    
 

1. Open the cabinet and take the battery case out of its housing by simply removing the plastic top that covers it (see fig. 1a). 
2. Remove the battery case. 
3. Remove the batteries (in case of replacement). 
4. Insert new batteries paying attention to the polarity indicated on the battery case. 
5. To check whether the safe works press any key: the”OK” green LED must blink slightly. 
6. Place the battery case back into its housing and put back its cover. 
 

ATTENTION: use only AA LR6 type 1,5V alkaline batteries. All 4 batteries of the same safe must be replaced at once. Do not use together new and old 
batteries or batteries of a different type and quality. When the batteries are almost empty any pressed key will make the “BATTERY” red LED 
blink: replace then the batteries. N.B. : the electronic card has a non volatile memory so the memorized codes are not erased when power 
supply is removed. 

7777    ––––    Code setting (min. 3 Code setting (min. 3 Code setting (min. 3 Code setting (min. 3 ---- max. 8 digits max. 8 digits max. 8 digits max. 8 digits;;;; only for electronic  only for electronic  only for electronic  only for electronic cabinetscabinetscabinetscabinets))))    
 

1. With door opened (retracted lock-bolts) press “C” or “COMB” (according to the model) key on the keypad until “NEW CODE” green LED 
lights up. 

2. Within 10 sec enter a personal code of min. 3 - max. 8 digits. (N.B.: if within 10 sec no code is entered, restart from point 1). 
3. Press “ENTER” or “E” (according to the model). A beep will confirm that the code is memorized. Do not forget your personal code.  Before 

closing the cabinet door it is very important to check whether the code is set correctly by following the instructions described at point 8. 
 

8888    ---- Cod Cod Cod Code check (only for electronic e check (only for electronic e check (only for electronic e check (only for electronic cabinets)cabinets)cabinets)cabinets)    
 

1. With door opened (retracted lock-bolts) turn the knob counterclockwise, as for closing the cabinet, making sure the lockbolts are completely 
out of their housings.  

2. Enter your opening code. 
3. Press “ENTER” or “E” (according to the model). 
4. Turn the knob clockwise within 4 seconds. If the lock-bolts do not enter back into their housings there is an error in the code setting. To correct an 

error use the emergency key (see paragraph 5), turn the knob counter clockwise and repeat the procedure of code setting described at paragraph 
7. 

 

ATTENTION: Viro is not responsible for any inconvenience caused by an erroneous code setting or if code is forgotten. 
 

9999    ––––    ClosingClosingClosingClosing    (only for electronic (only for electronic (only for electronic (only for electronic cabinets)cabinets)cabinets)cabinets)    
1. Close the door manually. 
2. Turn the knob counter clockwise. 
 

10101010    ––––    OpeningOpeningOpeningOpening    (only for electronic (only for electronic (only for electronic (only for electronic cabinets)cabinets)cabinets)cabinets)    
 

1. Enter the set opening code.    
2. Press “ENTER” or “E” (according to the model). 
3. Turn the knob clockwise within 4 sec. 
 

11 11 11 11 –––– How to replace the cylinder ( How to replace the cylinder ( How to replace the cylinder ( How to replace the cylinder (only for only for only for only for 
cabinets with security escutcheon)cabinets with security escutcheon)cabinets with security escutcheon)cabinets with security escutcheon)    
 

1. With door opened    turn the key anticlockwise making lock-bolts 
come completely out and remove the key.    

2. Unscrew A screws with a cross-tip screwdriver and take out the 
security escutcheon B.    

3. Insert the key directly into the cylinder and unscrew C screw with a 
screwdriver placed inside the door beneath the lock-bolts.    

4. Turn the key slightly and pull the cylinder until it can be unlocked and 
therefore removed.    

5. Replace with a new cylinder complete with key. Then turn the key 
gently while pressing the cylinder up to the end.    

6. Screw the screw C with a screwdriver. 
7. To check if cylinder works correctly, open the door and turn the key 

clockwise and anticlockwise to make lock-bolts come in and out. 
ATTENTION: possible problems in the key rotation are due to an incorrect alignment of the cylinder into its housing. To solve 
them, it would be necessary to unscrew the screw C and put the cylinder in a correct position. 

8. Remove the key and put the security escutcheon back into the cylinder. N.B.: movable ring D should be positioned as for fig. 5    
9. Screw all A screws while keeping security escutcheon blocked in its position 
10. To check if cylinder works correctly, open the door and check if it turns without encountering frictions. ATTENTION: possible problems in 

the key rotation are due to an incorrect alignment of the security escutcheon. To solve them, it would be necessary to unscrew 
all A screws and to refit them into the correct position. 

 

Warranty conditions and contentsWarranty conditions and contentsWarranty conditions and contentsWarranty conditions and contents    
All Viro products undergo the most stringent testing and therefore guarantee reliability. Viro SpA reserves the right to introduce modifications or 
improvements to its products, which may deem desirable without obligating itself to install such improvements to its previously manufactured safes. Viro 
SpA guarantee their products to be free from defects in material and manufacturing for the period provided for by effective law on purchasing time (Decr. 
Leg. 2/02/02 n.24 that puts into effect Directive No 1099/44/CE) and will replace or repair at no charge all component parts of the product under warranty – 
after consultation with our technical department or an authorised Service Centre - should they be defective due to a manufacturing or material flaw. The 
warranty covers the replacement of the components, ex-works, if defective, but does not include the safe opening costs, the removing costs and the final 
replacement, or any other cost or damage, even though related to the defective product. The property damage responsibility of Viro SpA will be in no case 
higher than the selling price of the article itself, even if the damage – including the content of the safe – is due to forcing, theft or burglary. The warranty 
shall not apply to any Viro component part which has been subject to misuse, neglect, incorrect installation of maintenance, or to a use in contravention of 
instructions furnished by the Company. The warranty does not extend to safes which have been installed in unsuitable environments or which have been 
repaired by unauthorised personnel or suffered damage in transit, or to any other circumstance not ascribable to faults in manufacture. Viro SpA shall not 
be liable for any direct, indirect and consequential damage and/or injury arising from the malfunctioning of their product or from the safes, or if caused by 
negligence or by lack of compliance with the instructions manual. The warranty shall take effect from the date of purchase. Sales receipt (fiscal receipt, 
cash-desk receipt, invoice, delivery note or the like) validates the date of purchase, irrespective of the actual fitting date. Failing a sales receipt, the 
warranty shall be calculated from the date of manufacture of the product, which shall be determined from its serial number. In case of purchasing of 
safe/cabinet supplied complete with external contacts for the emergency opening (without mechanical emergency opening), should the safe not be open 
due to its block or malfunctioning, Viro S.p.A. is free from any responsibility for damages caused to things or persons, even if connected or depending to 
the malfunctioning, including the content of the safe. The Seller is completely excluded from any costs and charges for forced opening of the 
safes/cabinets, their removal and further new installation of the product and the restoration of the places conditions. 
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N.B.: the gun cabinet cylinder 
can be replaced by all cylinders 
working with DIN cam and with 
same dimensions showed in 

below icon. 
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